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1. OBJECTIVES AND FEA'I1JRES 0F THE PR.OJECT 

The need, on the one hand, to seek to understand what tools and methods 
are available for building expert systems that can specifically addr~ss legai 
problems, and the conviction, on the other, that such techniques can 
efficaciously handle complex, multifaceted legai applications, have led to 
using specially selected shells 1 in experimentation with automated advisory 
systems. It is in this context that the Istituto per la documentazione 
giuridica of the Italian National Research Council in Florence has 
undertaken the · creation of an expert system in the .field of the legai 
protection of the environment 2• 

1. Apart from the experimentation being carried out by the 'Istituto per la documentazione 
giuridica' of the Italian National Research Council, a system for accessing the fund for techno
logical innovation, built using the Nexpert Object shell, is in the prototype stage at the 'Istitu
to di studi sulla ricerca e documentazione scientifica' of the Italian National Research Council 
jn Rome. See A. VALENTE, SEFIT: La progettazione di un sistema esperto per l'accesso al fondo per 
l'innovazione tecnologica, in «Informatica e diritto», voi. XIV, n. 3, 1988, pp. 223-234. 
2. Interest in the application of AI techniques to environmental protection is already conside
rable, as the recent development of a number of prototypes in the field demonstrates. The ex
pert system on the Merli law, designed by a team· at ENIDATA in Bologna, and the IRI 
project on the analysis of environmental impact, carried out at the University of Bologna are of 
particular interest. See, with regard to the former: M. ANDRETTA, M. LUGARESI et al., I linguag
gi formali a!JPlicati alla rappresentazione di testi normativi: il progetto PROLEG (PROLOG applied 
to laws), in Proceedings of the IV International Conference on «Informatics and Legal Regula
tions», Rome, 16-21 May 1988, Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato, Rome, 1988, voi. I, 
session X, no. 2. With regard to the latter: G. SARTOR, Applicazioni dell'Intelligenza Artificiale 
al diritto: il progetto IRI (IRNERIO Regioni Italiane), ibid., voi. II, session II, no. 31; E. PATTA· 
R0, Le pro;ect IRI. Informatisation d'une loi sur l'environnement, a paper presented to the «Ap
ports de l'informatique a la connaissance du droit», Conference in Montpellier, 10-11 March 
1989, IRETIJ. 
It should be noted also that the ELP Advisor is part of a complex project, promoted by the 
Comitato nazionale per le scienze e le tecnologie dell'ambiente e dell'habitat of the Italian 
National Research Council carried out by the 'Istituto per la documentazione giuridica', for 
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The system, called ELP (Environmental Legal Protection) Advisor will be 
limited to specific and specially-chosen sectors and will comprise, besides 
national and/or regional legislation and regulations (laws, decrees, 
Ministerial circulars), the necessary references to legal authority, to case law 
and to international law (EEC directives and regulations, agreements, 
conventions, treaties) 3• 

The project also provides that the system furnishes information and 
supports decision-making and addresses not only the problems of the private 
sector (individua! citizens, environmental associations) but also the diverse 
needs of civil servants in charge of or in some way involved in the 
application of the complex body of law relating to the domain. 

Choice of this particular application domain was based, on the one hand, on 
consideration of the importance vested in environmental problems in recent 
years and, on the other, of the decisive role taken on by inf ormation 
technology as an instrument for the dissemina\ion of information and for 
the management of natural resources. ' 

It has been argued 4 that environmental law is undoubtedly one of the most 
fertile terrains of the many where artificial intelligence may be brought to 
bear, due to the interdisciplinary nature of the field, to the many variables 
that còme into play, and to the interactions produced both within the 
domain itself and with factors external to it. 

Moreover, organizing environmental legislation in a complete and 
comprehensive fashion appears to be, more than simply useful, truly 
necessary, since legislation in the field generally covers only sectorial aspects 
giving rise to a muddled and fragmentary corpus which, in light of the 
importance environmental questions have by now assumed, lacks an 
adequate general framework 5• 

The use of new technologies in favor of the environment has already 

creating, with the aid of advanced technology, a permanent Observatory on national, Commu
nity and international legal-environmental matters. 
3. In the interests of completeness, the corpus of environmental law should include, besides 
national legislation (to be found in the Constitution, in the Civil and Criminal Codes and in 
the Codes of Civil Procedure, Criminal Procedure and Navigation, in special laws and in Presi
dential Decrees, Ministerial Decrees and Decrees of Law) and regional and Community legisla
tion, the legislation of other countries (especially Community Member States) as well as the ca
se law of the European Court of Justice and national case law at its various levels (Constitutio
nal Court; Council of State, Court of Cassation, the lower Courts, regional Administrative Tri
bunals). See M. GUTTIERES, Informatica e diritto ambientale: campi di applicazione e prospettive, 
in Proceedings of the IV International Conference on «Informatics and Lega! Regulations», Ro
me, 16-21 May 1988, Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato, Rome, 1988, vol. IV, session VI, 
no. 12. 
4. Cfr. M. GuTTIERES, op. cit. 
5. It has been argued that on the international leve! also, the legislation on environmental 
matters is characterized by the its fragmentary nature, by its lack of coordination, by the ab
sence of a comprehensive law and by the generally punitive character of the laws, instead of 
tending toward preventive protection of the environment in order to guarantee appropriate use 
of resources. See the survey carried out by J. MAYDA (M.anual on Environmental Legislation) for 
UNEP (United Nations Environmental Programme) and cited by M. Guttieres. 
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reached significant proportions. Numerous data banks, of a prevalently 
technical-scientific nature and concerning the most disparate fields (air 
and water pollution, territorial conservation and management, 
safeguarding health against the effects of toxic substances), haw been 
created, not only in the United States but also in Europe. The possibility 
of fusing «documentation» and «decision-making» to create a unique, 
complex tool with logical structures capable of making use of data stored 
in external data bases, and to interact suìtably with them, is therefore of 
fondamentaì importance for building an expert system on the 
environment. Environmental protection measures will therefore become 
more eff ective as the ease with which complete information may be 
accessed increases; not oniy on the legal ìevel (from collection of the 
sources of law to legal authority and case law) but also on a more strìctly 
technical leve!, enabling initiatives to have a solid scientific basis 6 • 

Appropriate and intelligent use of informatics wouJd not only allow the 
legal professional to rapidly obtain information on what law to apply in 
his specific instance, but \vould also permit him to familiarize himself 
more easily with the different approaches taken in legal authority to his 
subject and with the different solutions adopted in cases analogous to his. 
All tbis would contribute to raising the quality of public intervention and 
to giving the discipline a more organized framework. 

Due to the many variables (sodai, cultural, politica!, economie and 
physical) ìnfluencing regulation in this field, as things now stand, the 
frame of reference is extremely changeable. And recent serious 
environmental emergencies have demonstrated how the problem involves 
al1 of modem society. Ecological disasters in one part of the world bave 
produced eff ects in vast and far.-off areas whereby the environmental law 
of other countries even though these may have different legal orders and 
political and social systems, can no longer be ignored. 

And yet again, faced with a Public Administration that is unable to 
effectively act in solving practical prob1ems, the demand by private 
citizens to access information for environmental and consumer protection 
has become increasingly urgent and pressing 7• 

6. In her paper, Rolleri expresses the hope that, through the unification of the darn banks 
on legìslutìon, leg~l authorhy and case faw, it wìll finally be possible to obtain a «globd le
gal datum». See F. ROLLERI, Il diritto all'informil.zione e le banche dati ambientali, in Procee
dings of d1<: IV lnternational Conference on «Informatics and Lega! Regul.dons», Rome, 
16-21 May 1988, Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato, Rome, 1988, voi. IV, session VI .. 
no. 22. 
7. See the Proceedings of the recent Imemational Conforence on «The Citizens' Right of 
Access to Environmental Information, Tue Consumer and the Publlc Administration», orga
nized, under the aegìs of the EEC ,md rhe Ministry of the Environment, by the -«Fri.ends 
of Earth» Association and by the Region of Lombardy (Milan, 15-17 J anuary 1988). 
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2. ENV!RONME::,.JTAL DATA BANKS 

In recent years the problem of environmental protection, at both an 
ìnternational and national level, has taken on considei;able importance in all 
industrialized countries, creating the demand for organized data to be 
accessible referring to rhe different sectors in the field and to the complex 
action called for by specific planning programs. 

Recent developmeots in informatics and in telematìcs have made it possibìe 
to build complex information systems and to distribute them over 
international networks. The numerous initiatives undertaken since the 
1970's have led to the development of systems for accessing specialized 
literature as well as information systems concentrating on the iegal sources 
pertinent to the main environmental problem areas 8• 

International distribution networks, linked to national centers, make up the 
major infrastructure for consulting existing data bases, which today are dose 
to one hundred in number 9• 

Apart from ìegaì information, tecbnical-scientific information is important 
for environmental protection, and useful in planning research and policy, as 
is information regarding land use, which, through knowledge of the actual 
situation, can favor environmental controì and support policy relating to 
environmental impact analysis. 

The major producers of environmental informatìon systems (especially 
technical-scientìfic systems) are located in the United States. These are not 
only government agencies; they are, instead, mainly profit-making private 
organizations. In Europe, both private and public initìatives have only 
recently been undertaken. 

There are numerous international data banks produced in the United States. 
The most important are: Enviroiine, Energyline, Pollution and Oceanic, 
Aqualine, Acid Rain Abstracts and EIS (Envìronment Impact Stateme•zts). 

On the European level, the Commission of the European Economie 
Community has promoted the development of two data bases with the 
coilaboratioJ1. of Member States' national centres: ENREP (Environmental 
Research Projects) and ENDOC (Directory o/ Environmentai Information and 
Dowmentation Centres). 

8. A gr~at dea! of information tlbout ,·n,ironmental datu banJ,s can be tolmct in the G:,ida 
NBS. Re,t,el'tol'io delie hasi di daH in linea, Rom~, NBS, 1987; in A.M. PAcl, A. VAtENTE, Siste
mi di infor111,;.:zio11e intenia,:iunak .Der l't.zml1iente_, ISRDS-CNRJ Rome, 1988; in A. PosTIGUONE, 
}.f.1.:nuaie Jeltamhìente. Guida alla Iegis/aziorJt' mnbientale1 La Nuova Italia Scientifica, Rorne-, 
1986; ,md in F. ROJ.LERI, Il diritto all'informazione e lf' banche dati ambien41iì, cit. 
9. In ltaly, ,he Centro dì Riferimento Italiano for ~he DIANE network (CRID) is located at 
the 'Istituto di studi sulla ricerca e documentazione scientifica' (ISRDS) of lhe Italìan National 
Resea.rch Council, hm rhe ESA-IRS (European Space Agency Information Retriev.il Service) 
:Ùso provides access, ftom Frascati, ro a number of international data bases. Large European di
striburors of ,cientific data baoks of interest to the field of endronmenta! protection include 
Pergamon Orbit Infoline, Telesystemes-QuestcL DATA-STAR ,md Dialog. 
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In the more strictly legal sphere, the European Economie Community, apart 
from documenting ali Community acts, sponsored, in 1982, the regular 
collection of the legislation, case law and lega! authority on environmental 
issues produced in ali Member States. 

CELEX ( Communitatis Europae LEX, or Interinstitutional System for the 
Automated Documentation of Community Law), although not specialized in 
ecology, is nevertheless a precious consultation tool for ecologica! problems, 
as it contains ali Community legal acts, in their widest sense, since 1952 
(including the main treaties and those amending or adding to them, 
conventions, directives and regulations issued by the Council and by the 
Commission, Community agreements with non-Member countries and 
regulations adopted within the framework of these agreements, Court of 
Justice case law, preparatory work - in particular, the opinions of the 
European Parliament and the Economie and Socia! Committee - the 
legislative, regulatory, administrative and judicial reception of Community 
law by the Member States, parliamentary questions and, finaliy, legal 
authority). 

A1l the EC institutions (Parliament, Council, Commission and Court of 
Justice), the Economie and Social Committee and the Court of Auditors see 
to updating their own data bases. The Parliament analyses opinions and 
questions, the Court of Justice handles case law and the Council examines 
the international agreements to which the Community is party. 

The system stores over 100,000 documents, put on-line within twenty days 
of publication. Access is in any of the Community languages, although a 
macro-thesaurus and a multilingua! classification scheme, for use in 
searching the data bank, have also been devised 10• 

ENLEX is a specialized, multilingua! data bank, part of a wide-ranging 
project calied ENLEX '80. The realization of this project, which is financed 
by the Commission, is entrusted to the «Ecology and Territory» Working 
Group of the Electronic Documentation Center of the ltalian Court of 
Cassation. At present, the on-line file stores nearly 9,000.documents. 

In Italy, in the more strictly legai sector, the «Ecology and Territory» 
W orking Group of the · Electronic Documentation Center of the Court of 
Cassation has created the Ecologia data bank (called ECO). The 
documentation, dating back to 1968, covers the decrees of the Ministry for 
Cultura! and Environmental Assets on environmental controls (Decbca data 
base), decrees relative to natural reserves (parks) and the wet lands (Natura 
data base), local regulations (Regloc data base) and the restrictions imposed 

10. The information stored in the data bank is published periodically in the Repertory of the 
Provisions of Community Law in Force (organized by subject classification}. 
Fora more detailed discussion of the system see G. PrRELu, Informa:r.ioni sul diritto comunitario 
ambientale registrate in CELEX, in Proceedings of the IV International Conference on «Informa
tics and Legal Regulations», Rome, 16-21 May, 1988, Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato, 
Rome, 1988, vol. IV, session VI, no. 18. 
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on cultura! assets by the Cultura! Heritage Service (CulttJr data base). The 
data bank presently stores about 69,000 documentary unìts. 

In the United States, the lega! sector is represented by ENVIRN 
(Environmental Library), a data bank on the environment. The COURTS 
(Combìned Supreme Court, Courts of Appeals, District Courts and Claims 
Court) data bank stores the decisions made by the diff erent courts and 
dissenting opinions, while NOAA (National Oceanic cmd Atmospheric 
Administration Decisions) contains the decisions of the administrative 
authorities concerning the protection of nature. 

Furthermore, the Bureau of Urban and Regional Planning 
Researcb/Construction Engineering Research Laboratory produces CELDS 
(Computer-aided Environmental Legislative Data System), a data bank storing, 
since 1970, more than 6,600 documents on Federal and State legislation on 
,vaste, noise and interstate impact. 

3. filGULATORY FRAMEWORK AND SYSTEM DOMAIN 

Legal experience in Itaìy in the field of environmental protection points out 
the limits of sectorial, fragmented regulation, corresponding to the 
organization of public powers on the basis of an often uncoordinated and 
inefficient d.ivision of competence. The lack of a framework Iaw to which to 
refer, the limited and episodic character of the special laws, the 
inconsistencies and contradictìons among regulations pertaining to the same 
subject but distinct as to branch of law (administrative, civil, criminal) or 
legislative body of origin (state, regions, international organizations), the 
interpretative uncertainties reflected in case Iaw whìch is noteworthy as to 
quality but diversified, the difficulty in finding new ways and means for 
using rules anà legal principles conceived for other purposes: ali these 
factors contribute to explaining the inadequacy of public action in the face 
of the growing seriousness and complexity of the environmental problem. 

Only in the last few years, with some recent legislative measures (Decree of 
the Ministry for Cultural and Environmental Assets of 21 September 1984 
- known as the «Galasso Decree» - whose object is «the declaration of 
considerable public interest in coastal territories, the Land adjoining lakes, 
rivers, streams, watercourses in generai, the mountains, glaciers, glacial 
cirques, parks, natural reserves, woods, forests, the areas assigned to the 
agricuitural universities and the areas destined for public use»; Decree No. 
312 of 27 June 1985, containing «emergency provisions for protecting areas 
of particular environmental interest»; Law No. 431 of 8 August 1985 
converting this Decree imo law; and above all with the creation of the 
Ministry for the Environment under Law No. 349 of 8 July 1986, there has 
emerged a concept of the environment no longer as somethlng that must be 
protected against the spreading phenomenon of pollution (of air, water, soil) 
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but as à «common asset» susceptible to overall protection by the public 
authorities as an «environmental heritage» induding not only nature and 
natural beauties but also the entire territory, where naturalistic, urbanistic 
and aesthetic values are permeated 11• 

Apart from the urgent need to put the domain in order, moving from 
sectorial action under the responsibility of different .Ministries, to an overall 
system of coordinated action by a single agency, the importance of affirming 
the principle of environmental. protection as in the generai interest so that 
the conservation of man's entire habitat (and, therefore, the very survival of 
the species) can be safeguarded is also felt. This maturing process has been 
accompanied by the spread of an «environmental conscience», which has 
arisen in reaction to growth in the different forms of deterioration induced 
by the processes involved in social, economie and building development. 

A graduai but relentless abandonment of agriculture, the continuai and 
rapid urbanization of the territory, massive and at times indiscriminate 
industriai development and even the phenomenon of mass tourism have 
caused damage to nature and to the environment which is so severe and 
widespread that the need for reconciling territorial management and 
development with protection and conservation of natural assets is even more 
dramatically felt. In this evolutionary context, the limits of the asset to be 
protected have, on the one hand, widened (it is no longer simply the 
landscape as an aesthetically valuable beauty of nature, but the entire 
environment taken together with its resources); on the other hand, the 
objective itself of legal regulation has changed (it is no longer limited to 
conservation but has extended to increasing the value of the whole of man's 
habitat, in accordance with a conception of the landscape not only as a 
static but also a dynamic asset). 

Until the beginning of the last decade, public action aimed at the protection 
of nature was regulated exdusively by Law No .. 1497 of 29 June 1939, 
which - together with the relative regulations for its implementation, 
enacted in Royal Decree No. 1357 of 3 June 1940 - was for a long time the 
only comprehensive legislation on the subject. Less specific legislative 
sources include Artide 9 («The Republic promotes the development of 
culture and scientific and technical research, protects the landscape and the 
historical and artistic heritage of the nation») and Artide 32 («Protection of 
health») of our Constitution. The Regions were only allocated functions and 
powers in the field with the Decree of the President of the Republic of 24 
July 1977 (No. 616, Title V, par. II: arts. 80, 81, 82 and 83). 

The present application of the ELP Advisor is the result of an exploratory 

11. See C. CoscIONI, Lavori pub,blici e tutela dell'ambiente, Maggioli, Rimini, 1987, p. 13 ff.; 
E. SANNA T1ccA, Gli interventi a pròtezione della natura nella legislazione statale e regionale, Mag-
gioli, Rimini, 1987, p. 8 ff. · · 
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study conducted on the scope of Law No. 1497 of 29 June 1939, concerning 
protection of assets of outstanding natural beauty 12• 

On the basis of Section 1 of this law, protection is afforded to: 

1) that real property possessing conspicuous characteristics of natural 
beauty or geological singularity; 
2) those villas, gardens and parks which, although not regulated by the laws 
concerning the protection of assets of artistic or hisrorical interest, are 
dìstinguished by their uncommon beauty; 
3) those groups of real property whlch together take on a characteristìc 
aspect of aesthetic and traditional value; 
4) those panoramic beauties considered as being natural beauty spots, and 
also those observation points or look-outs, accessible to the public, from 
which the sight of said beauties may be enjoyed. 

In the report to the Bill, the things of beauty referred to in points 1 and 2 
are called .;iindividual beauties>,, while those in points 3 and 4 are called 
«composite beauties». 

4. THE SHELL 

4. L Fe,1tures 

A shell which, for its logical characteristics and considerable user 
friendliness, seemed particularly suitabìe for application to the legal doroain 
was chosen for this experimentation, from among the numerous tools 
currently available on the market 13• 

It is called Crystal and is a product only recently developed by an English 
software house and expressiy designed for use in expett system building. 
\XT ritten in the C programming Ìanguage and possessing a structure capable 
of representing specialized knowledge in a manner easily accessible to even 
noncomputer users, Crystal is a general-purpose, domain-independent tool. 
It is, therefore, suitable - in principle - for any type of application and 
sufficiently independent of the application domain. It can be run on 
persona] computers with a centra! memory capacity of at least 256K (the 
programs which run the shell occupy 200K) and its structure is based on 
production rules, which are later processed by the ìnference engine, using a 
fonvard-chaining strategy. 

Thanks rn the many commands buiit into the package, information can be 

12. The present version of the svstem was created with the technical assìstam:e of Fabrizio 
Turd1i ~f the Systems ,md Inform;tics Depanment, School of Engineering of the Universìty of 
Florence. 
13. The producers of the tool have used it to design a legal application. See M. KEE-N, S. Mc
BRIDE, Expert Systems far Clarifying Employment Law. in «Proceedings of the Conference on 
Knowledge Based Systems>r, Online, Pinner, 1986. 
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loaded in different ways and with no syntactiè constrictions. The rules in 
the knowledge base may be wrii:ten freely and smoothly in an expanded 
natural language. There is, therefore, no need to resort to a telegraphic style 
or to abbreviations, as is usually necessary with other tools. This feature is 
particularly useful in the legal field, where it is often necessary to copy the 
entire legislative text'. Moreover, when formulating the rules (which can be 
retrieved on request from a dictionary compiled especially far that purpose) 
the conditions may be expressed in different modes (interrogatory, 
explicative, declarative phrases, with or without variables). 

The knowledge base may be either single or modular; that is, subdivided 
into variami autonomous parts which, according to the user's needs, may be 
examined singularly or may be aggregated to farm a single unit during the 
search. 

The system building does not need a very large memory: the 17 sections 
constituting the law on the protection of natural beauties generated only 
about sixty rules in the designed application. 

Knowledge base editing is particularly flexible: it is very easy to add or erase 
entire rules or parts· of them, at any time during the building phase or 
afterwards, when, following system consultation, the expediency of making 
changes may become apparent. 

The tool is enriched by a number of facilities (SNAPSHOT and 
MAKETEST) far performing some particularly useful functions that allow a 
series of screen displays (graphics or text) to be prepared, outside the shell 
environment. These assist the user on-line during the search phase or in 
obtaining explanations of the questions or conditions which the system may 
pose during the application phase. The SNAPSHOT facility makes a screen 
copy of any display generated with another program. The MAKETEST 
command is, instead, used for creating, with any word processing program, 
text files (no longer than 24 lines) which can then be retrieved by the 
system when needed during the search phase. 

The knowledge base, through a built-in interface, may communicate to and 
from outside working environments such as DBIII, LOTUS and 
SYMPHONY, to exchange numerica! values, texts or errar messages far use 
again later in the knowledge base. 

The user interface is very well designed. Furthermore, the Microsoft C 
Lattice compiler can also be used far designing a personalized interface (the 
same compiler was used far building the tool itself) 14• 

14. See Intelligent Environments, CRYSTAL: The Expert System Builder Manual, London, 1987. 
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4.2. Knowledge Base Structure 

Generally, the knowledge base of a tool is made up of information, 
corresponding not only to the rules that denote the particular domain 
chosen but also to the conversation required for user communication with 
the system. In order ro achieve a sufficient level of clarity and precision, it 
is usually necessary to build a number of versions, gradually impro\'ing each 
new version. 

The knowledge base in the tool we used, is composed of production rules. 
Each rule is made up of one or more conditions which, when they occur, 
produce particular consequences (conclusions). The conditions are linked to 

one another by the particles AND (conjunction) or OR (disjunction), which 
determine their logica! connection. 

Each rule begins with IF, while the subsequent conditions are introduced by 
AND or by OR. The negation (NOT) is also provided for: it may be 
included at the beginning of the rule (after IF). 

If the particle AND appears after the text of the first condition, the 
program interprets the second condition as linked with the first. If the OR 
operator is instead found, the second phrase is interpreted as an alternative 
to the first; the consequence will also conform to this logica! structure. 

The application domain is divided into various units, the most elementary of 
which ìs the rule. This will, in general, correspond to a dedsion, which, in 
turn, is subdivided imo the reasons or conditions on which ìt is founded. A 
condition may be another rule. The knowledge base may, therefore, be 
considered a grid of rules and the conditions that support them, some of 
which are expanded to become other rules. A previously stored rule may be 
used a second time by the system with no need of re-writing, since it is 
already known to the program. 

If the response given by the system is to be that expected by the user, it 
must be able to become the conditìon for the follov.rìng rule; this sequence 
must be repeated up to the final rule. 

A special command (BUILD, followed by the word «Rules»), used for 
accessing the system editor and for loading the texts in the manner required 
for obtaining the desired responses, is used to begin building the knowledge 
base. The «Crystal Master Rule» screen is displayed; this, due to logie used 
in the tooI, is the first rule the system wiìl recognize. Even during the 
search phase, the system will return ro this first rule every time a topic is 
worked out. AH t:he rules added to this master rule are taken by the system 
to be conclusions. 

The text that will represent the content of the rule must be written after 
the IF particle, which is displayed automatically. To add a new condition to 
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a rule, the user simply gives the suitable commands to re-display the screen 
where the insertion is to be made. 

After the first condition has been stored, an analogous procedure is used for 
storing the second and subsequent conditions (written after the 
automatically displayed AND or OR). The text of each single condition 
must be no longer than 50 characters. 

Before writing the text of a condition, however, the syntactic form in which 
it will be expressed must be chosen. Crystal offers many modes. 

Seìecting the DISPLAY FORM option means, for example, that the 
condition may be set out in detail and written ìn more than 50 characters. 
When the suitable command is given, the screen displays a window into 
which the text to assign to the condition is to be transcribed. Once the text 
has been keyed in, the same command is given to remove the window from 
the screen; the DISPLAY FORM option is displayed in the tule list, 
alongside the logical connective, to signal that the loaded text has been 
acquired by the system. 

The YES/NO QUESTION option is used for formulating a condition or a 
rule in the form of a question requiring a positive or negative answer: in thìs 
case another window, in which the question is to be written, is displayed. 
Giving the same command again takes the user back to the main menu, on 
which the message YES/NO QUESTION is displayed alongside the AND 
or OR operator, 

The MENU QUESTION option is used when the condition must be 
expressed in question form and the opportunity to give a number of 
alternative responses offered. 

The ASSIGN VARIABLE option may be used to assign one or more values 
(meaningful in the conèext) to a condition, so that the value given by the 
user during the search will determine the path foHowed by the program. 

The TEST EXPRESSION option shows what value a given variable, 
foìlowing user selection, has assumed. 

The condusion of a rule is expressed in the DISPLAY FORM option 
modes, preceded by AND or OR. 

4 ,3. System-user Dialogue 

In order to illustrate how an expert system can be built using a turn-key 
tool, referring to the program logie, we have incbded an example of a 
dialogue between the system and the user (Table 1) and, afterwards, the 
rules which permit such a result to be reached {Table 2). 
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U.: choioo 2 

U.: )'eS· 

U.: yes 

U.: yes 
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TABI.le 1 
Exsmple of a System/UM'ir Dialogue 

What type of beauly is the object of your interest? 

(it is not a thing of natural beauty) 
{it ìs not an «Individuai beauty») 
(it is a -composite beauty•) 
(I do not know; pleaae help!) 

Has some oonstraint been 
own? (yes/no) 

on the immovable properly you 

Have you been absolutely toroidden to buìld on areas that should 
ba considered building sites? 

Then )'OU may be granted, after a cadastral aurvey by the technlcal 
dlvlslon of the revenue ofAce, a special contributlon, up to the limlts 
Nt In the relevant statutes, In the amount provided tor by a special 
sectlon of the budget of the Mlnlatry #or Cultura! and Envlronmen
tal Asseta, aa to the lncome aa stipulateci In Art. 15 

Does lhe oonstraint effectively reduce the incorna rrom your rHI 
pmperty? 

You may requeat a change in the evaluation of the !ands (under 
Art. -43 of the Consoìidatlng Act of the new cadastra! laws approved 
by R.D. on 8.10.3i n. 1572, if in the town the old cada.stra is still 
in torce), or partìal revision of your incorna trom real estate (under 
Art. 21 of the law 26.1.1865, n. 2136 and Art. 10 of the law 11.7.1889, 
n. 6214 if the oonditlons set by this laws a.i-e met) 



IF 

ANO 

AND 

[12] examine art 15 

IF 

AND 

ANO 

ANO 

AND 

ANO 

ANO 

OR 

AND 

AND 

TABl.E 2 
An ExamplB of Rule Buildng 

00: Menu Question asset 

00: Test Expression 
topic = 6 

(12) exs.mine ari. 16 

DO: Test Expression 
asset = 2 

00: Display Form 

00: Test Expression 
conatraint• = 'yea' 

00: Display Form 

00; Yes/No Question 

DO: Display Form 

00: Fail 

00: Test Expreaaìon 
constraint• "' 'yes' 

00: Yes/No Question 

00: Display Form 

The simulated <iconversarion» is based on the messages dispìayed by the 
system (closed in windows) and on the user responses to each one. 

Comparison of the two tables demonstrates that there are more rules than 
the messages which make up the dialogue. In fact, those rules whose content 
is contai.ned in the different parts of the dialogue (identified by a 
progressive number) correspond to the subjects included in the chosen 
domain, while those that do not appear in the simulated conversation are 
those commands which guide the user through the logical flow of the search 
(these are, therefore, not displayed). 

Taking ;1s a starting point the menu contaioiog the topics into which rhe 
provisions of the law have been divided, the example develops topic 6 ref erring 
to restrictions placed on the private ownership of real property within which 
only the path relative to the «individual beauties,; is developed. 

5. EXPERT SYSTEM AND DATA BASE INTERACTlON 

It is sometimes nece:ssary for expert system users to directly access 
documentation during the search, both to verify the outcome of the search 
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and to have materia! at their disposal which can be used later according to 
the different needs which may arise. 
It, therefore, seems very useful to enrich the potentialities of expert 
systems, permitting the different user groups to have access to this 
documentation through interfaces which, starting off from the E.S., allow 
information stored in remote data banks or data banks constructed ad hoc 
and installed in the same tool in which the E.S. runs to be retrieved. 

The present level of development of the ELP Advisor (Table 3) application 
allows the. E.S. to be linked to a relational data base which stores 
documents relating to legislation, case law and legal authority considered 
useful for those users who want a more exact framework of the domain 
covered by the E.S. 

A properly built interface has been allows direct access to the documents 
contained in the data base activating the link-up with keywords or with a 
thesaurus of terms pertinent to the E.S. domain and with a specially 
designed classification table 15• 

A special procedure allowing the documents retrieved in the data base to be 
printed out is also planned. The documents can be printed either in 
data-profile form (cards containing the important data in each document) or 
in their complete form (full text). 

Another option of the system is that which provides a series of standard 
forms (petitions, appeals, etc.) which may be useful to those users who, after 
completing their search of the E.S., decide to use them as a basis for any 
kind of action against the Public Administration. 

The final system architecture (Table 4), which has currently only been 
partially developed, plans to link the expert system up to other expert 
systems with the aim of assisting the user. These include advisory systems 
which cover pertinent domains, expert systems for intelligent · information 
retrieval which are, in turn, linked to national and international legal or 
technical data banks, expert systems to assist in the drafting of legal acts or 
for the compilation of the forms which it makes available to the user at the 
end of a search. 

In this perspective, the portability of the packages on which the various 
expert systems and local data bases are implemented becomes very 
important. 

5 .1. The Relational Model 

The choice of linking a relational kind of DBMS to the E.S. appeared 
advisable for severa! reasons. 

15. Tue interface has been realised with the support of AP Software House (Florence). 
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Relational DBMS consider each data base as a set of data tables or units, 
virtually. independently of the data's physical organization. This feature 
makes the system very transparent in as far as tbe way data is accessed 
remain hidden from the user, who comes into contact with the data directly 
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and in a much more simplified manner, as compared with other types of 
DBMS (hierarchical or reticular). The data is structured in bìdimensional 
tables (R-tables) and the user formulates his queries on the basis of a simple 
understaodìng of the three main coordinates: the name of the table, the line 
and the column. 

Retrieval 

Advice 

TMLE 4 
S},stem Architecture 

Expert Systems 
in Connected Domalns 

E.S. 
for 

Compu!er Aided !)rafting I 

It is the p1'ogram's job to establish both the method for tracing the data and 
presenting it in out-put and to physically manage the units representing the 
data base 16. The data base manager, therefore, constitutes the core of the 
system, but the most interesting and innovative functions come from a set 
of aids properly designed for the programmer and the end user. 

It ;;cas recently noted ,ì that an attempt can be made to outline an 

16. G. SALVESTRONI, CoJa cambia nel d;,tabase?, in «PC Magazine,,., 1988, December, p. 80 ff. 
17. A. BELI.OLI, Un modello per la classi/ica:,,ione dì DBilIS relazionali. Un caso patticolare: Ora
cle, in -«Sisrem.1 e Automazione,;., XXXIV (1988ì, 290, 1988, p. 207 ff. 
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interpretive model of DBMS which keeps in mìnd their functional aspects, 
classifying them in a reasonably precise fashion. 

The proposed model recognizes three superimposed functional strata. The 
lowest level is made up of the nucleus which manages the data storage and 
retrieval in accordance with the relationaì model, carries out the appropriate 
checks on data protection and security, provides statistics on the system's 
use and integrates with the environment through terminals, printers and 
plotters. The intermediate level is constituted by the functions directed at 
the development of applications, with interfaces for procedura! languages, 
query languages, report and mask generators. The subsequent level, aimed at 
the end user, is composed of tools which are very simple to use, including 
interactive application and report and mask generators, spread sheets and 
bicìimensional search languages (similar to Query by Example). These 
generally operate in a strictly interactive manner, producing feedback to 
every command. 

According to Codd, a relational data base, in order to reach its maximum 
potential, needs a single language, intended for both the user and the 
programmer 18, capable of carrying out not only the many data definition 
commands but also those related to generating and retrieving «views», data 
rnanipulation, data ìntegrity and security, and to checking access 
authorizations and sessions in an integrated fashion. 

Between 1970 and 1980 SQL (Stmctured Query Lanp,uage), a powerful query 
language but a simple one even for less expert users, was developed E,_ 

In the IBM/ ANSI definìtion, SQL is described as a natural method for 
carrying out searches in data bases; in fact, the structure of this ianguage 
being of a non procedura! kind, enables the user to indicate what he wants 
without needing to specify the way in which the system should then utilize 
this information to reach the result 20 • 

The tool used for ELP Advisor is one of the first RDBMS packages to have 
used SQL. 

The version urilized here (ORACLE 5.1B) is made up of a series of modules 
which by completing the commands offered by the SQL engine contained in 

13. G. SALVESTRONI, dt., p. 33. 
19. Adopted by ìBM for its DB2 (Database 2 for main.ftame and, in particular Mvs) SQL was 
accepted in two <liffereut versions of a higher leve! by ANSI, the main body in Americ:m dca
ling with standards. SQL hr:s become a standard ,md is a very functional interface today for an 
incre,isingly wide range of packages. Cfr. G. SALVESTRONL cit., in «PC Magazine.o, 1988, May, 
p. 10 ff. 
20. h has been pointed out (dr. S,-\.LVESTIWNI, in «PC Magazine», 1988, May, p. 11) tlwt 
SQL is a standard which defines only the dara definition ìanguage (DDL) ,md the data manipu
lation langnage (DML), Non procedura! accessories, essential for building applic,!tions such as 
dictionaries or mask generators or reports, are nm provided. SQL is not supplied with conditìo
nal or contro] instructions, nor with variables, which somt:times makes it necessary to resort to 
traditional languages and, thercfore, to pre-compilation passage5 of SQL or to the co-presence 
of SQL engines. 
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the system core (SQL*Plus), make the package suitable for developing this 
particular application. 

From the technical point of view, one of the main aims of the ELP Advisor 
project was that of <<link-up capacity», that is the possibility to access data 
bases stored in other machines from any microcomputer or workstation 
(through a local network) using only one tool and with the same interface 21 • 

ORACLE satisfies this need through its SQL*NET module which permits 
the user to link his computer to either a local or distributed network 
through special protocols. 

The step is taken towards a distributed processing environment, with the 
possibility of linking up to more than one data base at the same time 
localized in different nodes of the network, through procedures which are 
transparent for the end user. This becomes extremely important if we 
consider the numerous difficulties that information system users meet in 
acquiring an overall view of the patrimony of information available with the 

· aid of a uniform user interface. 

Technically, SQL*NET enables the application prògrams to be freed from 
their location in their own data base in as far as a program run on a CPU 
can have access to an ORACLE DBMS managed by another CPU, with the 
advantage of being able to distribute the processing load better. 

Another function of ORACLE 5 which appears to be particularly important 
in this context is the reporting function, that is, the drafting of reports, 
tables, lists, letters, etc. The ORACLE module designed for this function is 
SQL *Report. 

As already noted, one of the main elements of interest about ORACLE is 
based on the fact that it functions in almost exactly the same way on very 
different computers. In order to do this, the program must encompass many 
of the functions usually performed by the operating system. The program' s 
kernel,. therefore, takes up a considerable amount of memory space but 
there are many advantages as the system is, in this way, able to provide the 
user with an environment rich in functions, independently of the host 
operating system. 

5.2. Database Organization and Content 

The documents which constitute the ORACLE data base in the ELP 
Advisor application, have been subdivided into several tables storing, 
respectively, the strings referring to subject matter of different kinds 
(legislation, case law, legal authority). 

Each documentary unit has been given .a significative title and contains a 

21. G. GIACCAGNINI, Da cielo in terra a Oracle mostrare, in «PC WORLD Magazine», 1988, 
Match, p. 102 ff. 
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series of keywords, apart from the name of the word processing file with the 
full text of the documents. The texts, written with any WP system - in our 
case WORDSTAR was used - can be transferred in ASCII to guarantee 
their portability from one operating system to another. As a future 
development in the system, we are, in fact, planning to add, transfer and 
search data between hardware tools coming from different ranges (PCs, 
workstations and mainframes). 

The documents in the legislation file are made up of single sections of laws, 
decrees, regulations and circulars; those in the case law file of «massime» 
(summarìes of the cases) and decisions; and rhose in the legal authority fiìe 
of bibliographical references containing also an abstract. 

The available typology of documents is very articulated. V arious categories 
have been identified for the legislation file, For international legislation 
these include: agreements, conventions and treaties; for Community 
legislation: directives, regularions, agreements, treatìes and conventions; for 
national legislation: laws, decrees, regulations and ministerial circulars; for 
the national legislation of other States: laws, decrees and regulations. 

The decisions of the European Court of Justice, the Constitutional Court, 
the Council of State, the Court of Cassation, the courts of first instance and 
the Regional Administrative Courts have been taken into consideration for 
the case law file, 

Finally, the legal authority file is made up of documents which contain the 
bibliographical details re1ating to articles and papers taken from journals, 
books, miscellaneous works and grey literature. 

Document management varies according to whether the user has a password 
- in which case he is given the possibility of adding, changing, searching or 
cancelling data - or not - in which case - he can only have access for 
consulting the data. 

Once the pertinent document has been identìfied, a function key in 
ORACLE permits the user to pass from the reference file to the file storing 
the full text of the document. This passage occurs in accordance with two 
different modalities: through using a word processor, for users with a 
password, or through a simple display function, for those without a 
password. 

5.3. Description o/ the Procedure 

The procedure employed in the ELP Advisor application 1s divided mto 
various phases: 

Data Acquisitio11. A specil,,J module manages the acquisition phase of that 
data which constitutes the document profile. The relative file is organized in 
documentary units in which there are various fields including: 
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- the name of the taxt/file (name gìven to the file containing the 
document in full text; 
- the documentary typology (L = legislation, G = case law, D = legal 
authoìity), with additional letters for the various document dasses; 

the title of the document (significative title given to the document); 
- the keywords (important words which identify the document). 

The Yarious key functioos allow the user to move about in the documeot 
and to shift from one document to another, to return to the main menu 
once the data has been added, to display the available help keys, to insert or 
cancd a new documeotary unit, to duplicate records from one unit in 
another, to confirm a group of operations, to display the corresponding full 
text, to delete fields and records, and to obtain a list of available units. 

Management o/ the Table relative to the Document Typology. After the 
rypology of the legal documents has been identified (as far as legislation, 
case law and legal authority are concerned), a table has been desìgned to 
assist in giving the right letter corresponding to each document in the data 
acquisition phase. 

The table is managed through a series of functional keys which enable all 
the operations relating to adding, cancclling or displaying data to be 
performed within ir, as well as search functions for obtaining value lists. 

Querying the Data Files. The function which permits the files to be queried 
in conjunction wìth the E.S. is the core of the ELP Advhor application. · 
Once the user has decided on the topic he wishes to examine by utilizing 
the documentation in the data base, this function takes the step from the 
E.S. to the data base until finaliy displaying the full text of the document. 

Thanks to the SQL language the user can formulate his queries in a 
reasonably free form without resorting to the special codes commonly 
required by traditional query languages; the documents are retrieved on the 
basis of the words found in the fields relatìng to the title and keywords. At 
this point of the procedure, therefore, the thesaurus, classification rnble and 
semamic network functions may be inserted. 

The thesaurus management system is only activated at the user's request. 

Tue ntility of being able to rely on a well defined semantic structure which 
enables the research to be expanded to additional syntagma or to limit it 
only to one or more relations between them (BT, RT, NT) is evident. It is 
obvious that the more complete the thesaurus is ln relation to the topic 
about which the query is made in the E.S., the better the results wiil be. 
Each syntagm appears on the screen with the network of its relations. Not 
only are the documents indexed witb chosen syntagma automatically 
identified, but also those containing other syntagma which appear in that 
particular semantic strucrnre. This option means that the search is wider 
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than is often useful and sometimes it can result in a certain redundancy 
which makes subsequent searches necessary. 

The classification table management system, also only activated at the user's 
request, operates similarly to that described earlier. The search is begun on 
the basis of the signifìcant terms or syntagma identified by the user 
contained in the various headings and subheadings of the classification 
table. Also in this case, all the documents classified under those headings of 
the classìfication table which contain the originai term or syntagm are 
retrieved. 

The semantic network, instead, is used for organizing those concepts which 
require a procedural approach. By using the various system functions (free 
searching by keyword, thesaurus, classification table and semantic network) 
more eff ective results can be obtained and wider and richer information. 

Printing the Documents and Standard Forms. By starting off from the list 
made up of the profiles (typology, significant title, key words, name of the 
text file) of the documents retrieved in the data base following a search the 
user can display the full text of the document (sections of laws, summaries 
of cases or abstracts of legal authority) and then retum to the E.S. at the 
point where he started his search in the data base. 

Whenever the suggestion is made to tbe user, during the search, to use a 
standard form, the system sees to printing the form chosen for this 
particular nee<ls. The user only has to fil] out the sections relating to his 
personal data and then, eventually, send it to the P.A 
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